Sold by Specialists

Second Nature kitchens are sold
by local specialists at a price that
might just surprise you!
A comprehensive range of kitchen styles and colours is oﬀered
to suit individual tastes and lifestyles. Manufactured by
Europe’s leading suppliers, our kitchens are available
from a network of local kitchen specialists who you
can trust to guide you through the process of
planning and creating your perfect kitchen.
If you have just started researching your new
kitchen project visit www.sncollection.co.uk
for inspirational ideas and practical hints
and tips. You can also see what others
have done by viewing over
400 Real Kitchens installed
in people’s homes.
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PLANNING
YOUR NEW KITCHEN

For many of us the modern kitchen is
the most popular room in the home.
Therefore, from the outset think carefully about how you and your
household are going to use the space. Once you are clear on this,
the challenge is to be able to successfully combine practicality
with an appealing space that you enjoy spending time in. To help
you plan your kitchen project and brief your kitchen designer,
we’ve split the kitchen planning process into 5 stages:
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THE LOOK

1

With so many diﬀerent styles, shapes, colours and materials to choose
from there’s a lot to think about in achieving the right look for your
kitchen. For instance, do you have a strong preference for traditional or
contemporary styled furniture? You may be clear on this from the outset,
but the kitchen should be seen as part of your overall interior design plan
rather than a standalone element. With so much inspiring content
available from magazines and online, have some fun creating a
moodboard of styles, textures and colours you really like. This will be
a great help when it comes to brieﬁng your kitchen designer.
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THE BUDGET

2

When setting your budget bear in mind that
the cost of key elements, such as appliances,
cabinets and worktops, can vary dramatically.
If you decide to choose branded appliances,
for example, then this may well account for a
considerable share of your overall cost. Your
choice of worktop can also aﬀect costings
signiﬁcantly so you may have to make some
compromises to stay in budget.
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THE LAYOUT
A well planned layout will make the best use of your space and is key to the success of any kitchen project. The position of your hob, sink and fridge are critical to the
ergonomics of the room. Get this wrong and cooking could become a frustrating experience. The shape and size of your room will directly inﬂuence the layout you
decide on, but it is worth exploring the range of layouts available as some will suit your lifestyle better than others.

ISLANd
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U-SHAPE

GALLEY

L-SHAPE

THE PRACTICALITIES
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CHOOSING A DESIGNER

Addressing the practical aspects of your new kitchen is
key to its success. We know how important plenty of wellplanned storage is in creating an organised kitchen and
helping to keep worktops clutter-free. You will ﬁnd plenty
of clever storage ideas in this brochure to make the most
of the cupboard space you have.

A good kitchen designer is the person
responsible for making your perfect kitchen a
reality. This doesn’t come about through
chance, but by employing the services of an
expert who will work with you, listening to
your ideas and advising you on what will
work and what may not. They’ll guide you on
the best layout for your space and advise on
colours, materials, storage, worktops, lighting
and appliances. In fact, all the decisions you’ll
need to make. The result will be a kitchen that
works for you and your lifestyle - now and well
into the future.

Consider the functions you require from your appliances,
sink and worktop. For example, do you need a worktop
area that also doubles as a breakfast bar? Don’t overlook
lighting, which is important in establishing the mood of a
kitchen as well as ensuring adequate illumination of
preparation and cooking areas.

Talk to your designer about the latest innovative
LED lighting solutions, including sensor-controlled
drawer and cabinet lights and decorative lighting.

Graeme Smith, Senior Designer
Second Nature Kitchens

NEVER FORGET
ANOTHER IdEA
If you are planning a new kitchen, then
+Moodboard is the perfect tool for you! It
helps you capture and collect all your
inspiration into a personal scrapbook of
kitchen ideas, accessible from any device,
wherever you are.
Here are some ideas to get you started.

WHY NOT TRY OUR NEW MOODBOARD APP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard

NEW NEUTRALS

COASTAL CHARM
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REAL KITCHENS
Our photography often
features larger kitchens
but we appreciate, that in
reality, kitchens come
in many different shapes
and sizes.
With the Real Kitchens area of the Second
Nature website you can browse through our
gallery of projects that have been designed
and installed in real homes by our specialist
Second Nature retailers.
You can view kitchens by style, ﬁnish, layout
and budget and reﬁne your search to suit your
needs, gathering ideas from the designs and
viewing work by retailers in your area. There’s
also lots of handy designers’ tips.

WHY NOT SEARCH
OVER 400 REAL
KITCHEN PROJECTS
www.sncollection.co.uk/real-kitchens
Designed & installed by: Fearon Bros, Newry

BROAdOAK ALMONd
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Designed & installed by:
Elements Kitchens Ltd, Reading

REMO WHITE

Designed & installed by: Ice Interiors Ltd, Berkhamsted

Designed & installed by: Twenty5 Design, Wakefield

CROFT WASHEd

REMO BEIGE

PRICING
Second Nature kitchens typically start
from £8,000*. The size of your kitchen
together with your choice of worktops
and appliances are key factors in
determining the overall price.
*The ﬁgure includes the cost of kitchen doors, cabinets
& ﬁtting of the kitchen, appliances, worktops, sinks and
taps, handles and unit lighting, but not ﬂooring
or building work.
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CONTEMPORARY
PAINTEd KITCHENS

CONTEMPORARY
COLOUR PALETTE
Our contemporary colour palette
is available in a matt or high gloss
ﬁnish in the following door ranges:
Inzo, Tomba and Remo.

WHITE

BEIGE

DOVE GREY

PORCELAIN

LIGHT OLIVE

GRAPHITE

ALABASTER

STONE GREY

BLACK

ALMOND

BROWN GREY

CHALK BLUE

CASHMERE

LAVA

AUBERGINE

With a choice of 15 painted colours, there’s a
look to complement every home; whether you
opt for a unified colour scheme or a more
eclectic mix, the result will be all your own.
Your Second Nature retailer can present a full
range of samples to help you choose which
door style and colour is best for your home.

Image - Remo shown in Almond (gloss)
and Chalk Blue (gloss)
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Note: Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colours shown in this brochure may vary from the actual product supplied.

INZO
SHOWN IN MATT LAVA
& GLOSS PORCELAIN
Clean lines and a choice of colours – this simple
slab door introduces a streamlined look to any
kitchen. The lacquered ﬁnish makes cleaning
quick and easy in this seamless yet highly
functional kitchen.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
Image shown in Lava (Matt), Porcelain (Gloss)
and Aubergine (Matt)

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Silestone - Pulsar (polished) | Silestone - Grey Amazon (Suede)
Natural Wood - Rustic Oak
HANDLE SHOWN: H748.320.SS
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Available
in 15 matt &
gloss colour
options
SEE PAGE 12

CREATE
THE LOOK

Curved or linear
units to match
your style

REMO
SHOWN IN GLOSS ALABASTER
Our very popular Remo kitchen combines a
contemporary look with the durability to stand up
to the demands of modern life. Remo’s integrated
handle design allows eﬀortless opening of doors
whilst maintaining a streamlined, uncluttered look.
The alabaster ﬁnish is the perfect canvas for you
to accessorise and consider using bolder paint
colours on your walls.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Silestone - Tigris Sand | Natural Wood - Bamboo
LEFT - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Granite - Nero Assoluto | Natural Wood - Maple
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REMO
SHOWN IN GLOSS BEIGE
The warm neutral tone of beige allows you to mix
darker paint tones and worktop materials. The focal
point of this kitchen is the island, incorporating a
stylish tap and undermounted sink.
CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Granite - Labrador Blue Pearl | Natural Wood - Wenge

DESIGNER’S TIP
CONSIDER MIxING DIFFERENT MATERIALS AND DEPTHS
OF WORKTOP TO DEFINE WORKING AREAS OF THE KITCHEN AND
TO ADD INDIVIDUALITY TO YOUR DESIGN.
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REMO KITCHEN
IN A REAL HOME

Available
in 15 matt &
gloss colour
options
SEE PAGE 12

This Remo Beige real kitchen is framed in contrasting wenge
which injects warmth and a stunning accent.
Designed & installed by: Milligan & Jessop, Huddersfield
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REMO
SHOWN IN GLOSS WHITE
Our very popular Remo kitchen combines a
contemporary look with the durability to stand up
to the demands of modern life. Remo’s integrated
handle design allows eﬀortless opening of doors
whilst maintaining a streamlined, uncluttered look.
The gloss white ﬁnish can deliver the wow to your
design and any ﬁngerprints or spillages are easily
wiped away.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
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ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Granite - Nero Assoluto | Hi-Macs - Alpine White
LEFT - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Silestone - Bianco Rivers

CREATE
THE LOOK

Add drama to
your design with
barrel-curved
drawers.

Suggested wall colours:
India Yellow - Farrow & Ball
Shirting - The Little Green Paint Company
SILESTONE
Merope

NATURAL WOOD
Iroko

WHY NOT TRY OUR NEW MOODBOARD APP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard
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Available
in 15 matt &
gloss colour
options
SEE PAGE 12

REMO
SHOWN IN MATT dOVE GREY
& MATT GRAPHITE
This U-shaped kitchen design makes great use
of internal curved doors and the dove grey ﬁnish
is very much on trend.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Silestone - Merope | Natural Wood – Iroko
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REMO
SHOWN IN MATT WHITE
Our very popular Remo kitchen is shown here in
the matt white ﬁnish. The smooth, matt painted
ﬁnish of the door avoids ﬁngerprints and is easy
to clean.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
WORKTOPS SHOWN (LEFT):
Solid surfaces - Glacier White with Oak feature strip | Savannah (sink area)
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REMO
SHOWN IN GLOSS CASHMERE
Cashmere is a neutral but distinctive tone. Sitting
in the palette between alabaster and beige it gives
you the freedom to accessorise with your own
style and ideas.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Quartz - Merope Suede | Natural Wood - Wenge

DESIGNER’S TIP
USE MIRRORED SPLASH BACKS TO BOUNCE LIGHT AND MAINTAIN
VISUAL LINKS IN THE KITCHEN. LIGHTING CAN ALSO BE INTRODUCED BEHIND
GLASS SHELVES TO CREATE AN ILLUMINATED OPEN DISPLAY AREA.
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Available
in 15 matt &
gloss colour
options
SEE PAGE 12

TOMBA
SHOWN IN GLOSS WHITE
Tomba is a handleless kitchen that is sleek and
strong on perspective. The stylish aluminium rail
is so easy to get your ﬁngers over for eﬀortless
opening of cabinets, whilst adding a striking visual
aesthetic to the kitchen.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 15 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
WORKTOP SHOWN:
Solid surfaces - Grey Crystal

Available
in 15 matt &
gloss colour
options
SEE PAGE 12
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CONTEMPORARY
KITCHENS

REMO ELM
This light, modern woodgrain look works well
as a whole kitchen or mix with our other colour
choices from the palette of 15 colours.
WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Hi-Macs - Ivory White | Hi-Macs - Black Sand (seating area)

MIX & MATCH

DESIGNER’S TIP
USE COLOUR BOxES TO BREAK BIG ExPANSES OF WALL UNITS
AND ADD A HINT OF COLOUR.

Image shown in Remo Elm and Remo Porcelain (Gloss)
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Remo Elm mixes
well with our palette
of 15 colours. Add a
further contrast by
going for gloss
instead of matt.

Suggested
wall colours:
Brinjal - Farrow & Ball
Pointing - Farrow & Ball

WHY NOT TRY OUR NEW MOODBOARD APP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard
SILESTONE
Mont Blanc

NATURAL WOOD
European Walnut

STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE
H867.128.SS
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PORTER BEIGE
Porter Beige is the perfect neutral to introduce
colour contrast through your choice of worktops
and accessorisation. Here, we have used Walnut
for the main worktop, combining it with white
Silestone Quartz for the breakfast bar. A full height
splashback adds style and practicality.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Silestone - Mont Blanc | Natural Wood - European Walnut
HANDLE SHOWN: H867.128.SS
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PORTER WHITE
This compact U-shaped kitchen design really
does make the best use of the space available.
The circular rubberwood breakfast bar is a feature
of the design as well as a practical eating space.
The grey quartz worktop with a moulded sink
provides a seamless ﬁnish and maintains the
contemporary feel of the kitchen.
WORKTOPS SHOWN | Silestone - Gris Expo | Natural Wood - Rubberwood
HANDLES SHOWN | H861.160.SS | H862.224.SS
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PORTER ALABASTER
Available in alabaster, beige and white, Porter is a
gloss painted kitchen range. The slab door design
introduces a streamlined feel and the lacquered ﬁnish
delivers the perfect high gloss look.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Silestone - Blanco Maple | Natural Wood - European Walnut
HANDLE SHOWN:
H857.128.SS | H858.288.SS

DESIGNER’S TIP
DEFINE DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE ROOM WITH FLOORING SUCH
AS PRACTICAL STONE IN BUSY KITCHEN SPACE AND WARMER TIMBER
IN MORE RELAxED DINING AREAS.
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Available
in 8 colour
options

AVANT ALABASTER
Clean lines and fuss-free - the Avant slab door
design is perfectly smooth and ﬂat. Available in
eight gloss colours, the Avant range oﬀers a wide
range of feature doors and accessories to really
tailor your kitchen to your needs.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Silestone - Tigris Sand | Strata Quartz - Meteor Brown
HANDLE SHOWN | H821.192.SS

CHOOSE FROM
THE AVANT GLOSS
COLOUR PALETTE
WHITE

ALABASTER

ALMOND

IVORY

BEIGE

TERRA

EBONY

BLACK
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AVANT BLACK
Lighting both storage and worktop areas adds
impact to this statement kitchen. While curved
glazed wall units soen the look.

CHOOSE FROM
THE AVANT GLOSS
COLOUR PALETTE
WHITE

ALABASTER

ALMOND

IVORY

BEIGE

TERRA

EBONY

BLACK

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Strata Quartz - Snowfall | Natural Wood - European Walnut, full stave
HANDLE SHOWN | Stainless steel, 14mm boss bar
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Available
in 8 colour
options

Available
in 8 colour
options

AVANT EBONY
& AVANT BEIGE
Available in eight gloss colours, the Avant range
is available with a wide range of feature doors
and accessories to really tailor your kitchen to
your needs.
To add warmth and contrast, mix striking
ebony with other colours in the Avant palette such as beige, shown in our photography.

CHOOSE FROM
THE AVANT GLOSS
COLOUR PALETTE

ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Silestone - Polar Cap | Natural Wood - Wenge | HANDLE SHOWN | H744.160.SS
LEFT - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Strata Quartz - Ebony | HANDLE SHOWN | H595.224.SS

WHITE

ALABASTER

ALMOND

IVORY

BEIGE

TERRA

EBONY

BLACK
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AVANT KITCHEN
IN A REAL HOME
The mix of Avant White and Ebony cabinetry is very modern, crisp and fresh.
Designed & installed by: Twenty5 Design, Wakefield
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AVANT WHITE
Shown in white, this double galley kitchen oﬀers
plenty of options for preparation, dining and
storage space. Experiment with height and depths
of worktops to give the room interest.

CHOOSE FROM
THE AVANT GLOSS
COLOUR PALETTE

Available
in 8 colour
options

WHITE

ALABASTER

ALMOND

IVORY

BEIGE

TERRA

EBONY

BLACK

WORKTOP SHOWN: Hi-Macs - Alpine White
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AVILON
Avilon's classic Shaker styling and ivory ﬁnish makes
it very adaptable to diﬀerent tastes. Take the look from
town to country, simply by swapping details such as
handles and accessories.

ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Granite - Premium Black | Natural Wood - Prime Oak - full stave | Birch end grain | HANDLE SHOWN | H819.160.SS
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FRESCO BEIGE & WHITE
Fresco's matt ﬁnish and simple design creates
a kitchen that’s easy to live with and keep clean.
Whether you choose understated beige or crisp
white, this is a kitchen that won’t become a victim
of fashion.

ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Granite - Nero Assoluto | HANDLE SHOWN | Stainless Steel, 22mm boss bar
LEFT - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Strata Quartz - Snowfall | Natural Wood - Wenge | HANDLE SHOWN | H732.160.SS
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IZARI
Izari is a rich, subtle-textured wenge veneer which
has a premium feel. The curved island featured not
only creates a focal point to the design but is full of
functional features including a built-in knife block,
butcher’s block and bin.

WORKTOPS SHOWN:
Strata quartz - Phoenix Sand | Natural Wood - Birch end grain
HANDLES SHOWN:
H721.224.SS | H722.64.SS

DESIGNER’S TIP
CONTRAST DARK UNITS WITH LIGHTER WORKTOP FINISHES
WORKTOPS CAN ALSO BE USED TO DEFINE zONES IN THE KITCHEN SUCH
AS PREPARATION SPACE, COOKING, AND LOWER-LEVEL SEATING AREAS
THAT CAN BE USED FOR DINING AND KID’S HOMEWORK ALIKE.
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Suggested
wall colours:
Bone China Blue - The Little Green Paint Company
Strong White - Farrow & Ball

WHY NOT TRY OUR NEW MOODBOARD APP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard

STRATA QUARTz
Phoenix Sand

STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE
H722.64.SS

STAINLESS STEEL HANDLE
H721.224.SS

SCOPE IVORY & WALNUT
Scope’s classic Shaker design gives the ﬂexibility
to create a modern or traditional kitchen. Ivory is
the perfect warm neutral to accessorise and build
your colour scheme around.
Shown in our photography are wide, deep, pan
drawers providing plenty of storage to help keep
your kitchen clutter-free.

ABOVE - WORKTOPS SHOWN | Granite - Black Cosmic Leather | Natural Wood - European Walnut, full stave | HANDLE SHOWN | Stainless steel, 12mm bar handle
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CENTRIS
A very pure look - the Centris kitchen is a natural
oak veneer with an unfussy slab design. The slim
worktops featured complement the horizontal
grain of the doors and wide drawers.

WORKTOP SHOWN | Granite - Angolan Black Leather
HANDLE SHOWN | H727.128.SS
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CLASSIC PAINTED

COLLECTION

CLASSIC PAINTED
COLOUR PALETTE
a choice of 24 colours available
in broadoak, coleridge, cornell,
eden, langham, Milbourne,
Milbourne in-frame, Milton and
the 1909 kitchen collection.
your second nature retailer can present
a full range of samples to help you choose
which style and colour is best for your home.
if for any reason your beautiful painted kitchen
gets knocked after installation, don’t worry,
a touch-up kit is available.

chalK

parchMent White

iVory

alMond

porcelain

alabaster

sage

linen

partridge grey

china blue

flint grey

trench coat grey

slate

charcoal
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stone

daMson

suede

cranberry

WilloW

MolesKin

Morris blue

cornfloWer

Milbourne in-fraMe
shown in alabaster & damson
copse green

hartforth blue

Note: Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colours shown in this brochure may vary from the actual product supplied.
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shoWn in
alabaster, charcoal & oak

shoWn in alabaster & charcoal

shoWn in alabaster & damson

MILTON
Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours

SHOWN IN ALABASTER & CHARCOAL
set in a solid timber frame, Milton’s simple shakerinspired door has a classical in-frame design which
lends streamlined sophistication to any
contemporary or period kitchen.

SEE PAGE 56
CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
WorKtops shoWn | granite - angolan black leather | natural Wood - rustic oak, full stave
handles shoWn | h798.288.pe | K800.48.pe | h801.324.pe
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MILTON
SHOWN IN STONE & SUEDE
the main feature of this kitchen is the island,
designed for both food preparation and dining.
the mix of white quartz and oak worktops
introduces freshness and warmth into the design
and the combination of stone and darker suede
doors provides enough contrast.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
WorKtops shoWn:
strata Quartz - snowfall | natural Wood - rustic oak, full stave
handle shoWn | h423.32.bs

designer’s tip
achieVe a Modern country feel by choosing
neutral grey units, MiXed With the WarMth of oaK used
on feature doors and WorKtops.
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Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

shoWn in suede (island), stone & oak (wall units)

MILTON
SHOWN IN CHALK & SAGE
the crisp simplicity of chalk creates a classic
kitchen. it’s cool clean tone suits unfussy lines and
a sharp eye for design. the sage ﬁnish, the lightest
of creamy greens will mix perfectly with a range of
natural materials and textures.
CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

Milton sage:
granite - emerald black | natural Wood - rustic oak
handles shoWn | h637.128.pe | h642.80.pe
Milton chalK:
granite - angolan black leather | natural Wood - rustic oak
handle shoWn | h786.352.pe | h784.224.pe
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shoWn in - chalk

shoWn in - sage

Suggested
wall colours:
Graphite - Fired Earth
Old White - Farrow & Ball

Why not try our neW Moodboard app
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard

natural Wood
Rustic Oak,
full stave

solid peWter handle
H546.96.PE
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MILTON
SHOWN IN IVORY
set in a solid timber frame, Milton’s simple shakerinspired door has a classical in-frame design
which lends streamlined sophistication to any
contemporary or period kitchen. the neutral but
warm ivory ﬁnish works well alongside a wide
range of complementary and contrasting shades.
CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

WorKtops shoWn:
natural Wood – rustic oak, full stave
handle shoWn | h546.96.pe
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BROADOAK
SHOWN IN CRANBERRY & IVORY
broadoak epitomises the simple values and clean
design lines of the shaker movement. its unfussy
style and natural real wood ﬁnish lends extra
freedom to your design ideas, and is as relevant
to contemporary living as to a carefully styled
period home.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

designer’s tip
opt for a practical full-height splashbacK
for your cooKing zone and incorporate
s-shaped draWers With generous storage

shoWn in - cranberry, ivory & oak
broadoaK cranberry - WorKtops shoWn | granite - indian black pearl | handle shoWn | K489.47.pe
broadoaK iVory - WorKtops shoWn |natural Wood – prime oak, full stave | strata quartz - phoenix sand | handles shoWn | h810.128.pe | h809.32.pe
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broadoak ivory

Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

BROADOAK
Lower level
worktop divides
can provide practical
storage as well
as creating a
design feature.

SHOWN IN LINEN
use linen as a neutral on its own to create an
elegant and restful kitchen, or mix it eﬀortlessly
with other, more dominant shades.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - indian black pearl
handles shoWn | h782.192.pe | K643.49.pe
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CORNELL
SHOWN IN CHINA BLUE
AND CORNFLOWER
cornell’s enduring simplicity is oﬀset by an
elegantly styled timber door and a hint of discreet
detail. its striking good looks and choice of 24
painted ﬁnishes make it ideally suited to a more
formal period interior.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

designer’s tip
MiXing in Vibrant, darKer tones for feature
areas liKe dresser units can create
an eye-catching accent to your Kitchen.

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - labrador emerald pearl |
natural Wood - european Walnut, full stave
handle shoWn | K794.37.pe
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Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

cornell classic (alabaster)

cornell curved wall unit (alabaster)

CORNELL
SHOWN IN ALABASTER & WILLOW
elegantly styled timber door - cornell’s enduring
simplicity is oﬀset by an elegantly styled timber door
and a hint of discreet detail. its striking good looks
and choice of 24 painted ﬁnishes make it ideally
suited to a more formal period interior.
shoWn in - alabaster & Willow

cornell WilloW (aboVe) - WorKtops shoWn | granite - labrador antique | natural Wood - european Walnut, full stave | handles shoWn | h792.128.pe | K791.37.pe
cornell alabaster (left) - WorKtops shoWn | granite - labrador antique | natural Wood - cherry | handle shoWn | h636.72.pe

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
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EDEN
SHOWN IN PARTRIDGE GREY
eden oﬀers a solid oak, unpretentious design
oﬀset by moulded detailing. it’s a distinctive classic
look which adapts well to more modern interiors.

Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

designer’s tip
using darKer tints of heritage colours for Walls
can create a Very conteMporary feel to More traditional
architectural settings.

WorKtops shoWn:
natural Wood - rustic oak, full stave
handle shoWn | h633.128.pe
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EDEN KITCHEN
IN A REAL HOME
the light-painted ﬁnish of this real kitchen is so
on the eye but still makes an impact.

Designed & installed by: Woodbank Kitchens, Omagh
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HANDLE CHOICE

Choose Pewter
or timber handles
to achieve a more
rustic feel.

LANGHAM
SHOWN IN ALABASTER & SAGE
langham’s timeless design with wide rails has
an honest and enduring style. the chunky solid
timber door, combined with its classic shaker
styling will give you a kitchen which will last for
years without dating.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - emerald black
handle shoWn | h580.160.pe
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MILBOURNE
SHOWN IN ALABASTER & SAGE
Milbourne is a classic shaker door with a chunky
frame and a subtle textured ﬁnish. alabaster, the
ultimate neutral is the perfect canvas for your own
interior ideas. the lightest of creamy greens the
sage ﬁnish will mix perfectly with a range of
natural materials and textures.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
WorKtops shoWn:
granite - nero impala | natural Wood - oak
handle shoWn | h873.160.as

Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
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SEE PAGE 56

MILBOURNE KITCHEN
IN A REAL HOME
this Milbourne sage injected a fresh, light feel to the double galley kitchen
Designed & installed by: Ice Interior Ltd, Berkhamsted
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Milbourne almond

Milbourne chalk

MILBOURNE
SHOWN IN ALMOND & CHALK
the chalk ﬁnish will give a crisp and open feel to
any layout you choose. almond is an easy going
neutral and this kitchen really is the all in one
cooking, working and relaxing space.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
aboVe - WorKtops shoWn | strata Quartz - snowfall | natural Wood - prime oak, full stave | handle shoWn | h869.160.as
left - WorKtops shoWn | strata Quartz - Warm clay | natural Wood - Maple | handle shoWn | h855.160.ss
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MILBOURNE IN-FRAME
SHOWN IN ALABASTER & DAMSON
the framed version of our popular Milbourne
kitchen. add colour and personality by choosing
from our palette of 24 colours, complimented with
feature accessories such as 1/3 glazed wall units

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - steel grey | natural Wood – dark ash
handle shoWn: h1021.128.pe
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Suggested
wall colours:
Red Ochre - Fired Earth
Old White - Farrow & Ball

Why not try our neW Moodboard app
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard

natural Wood
Dark Ash

granite
Steel Grey

CONFIDENT
COLOURS

solid peWter handle
H1020.128.PE
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Explore bolder colours
for appliances &
extractor hoods to add
vibrancy to your
overall scheme.

MILBOURNE IN-FRAME
SHOWN IN ALABASTER
the framed version of our popular Milbourne
kitchen. shown in the photography are clear glass
wall units and a mix of granite and timber worktops.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - steel grey | natural Wood – dark ash |
Marble - bianco carrara (chopping block)
handle shoWn | h1020.128.pe
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COLERIDGE
coleridge’s wide rails and grain detailing give this
kitchen a sense of solidity. our photography
features a split-level worktop with a mix of granite
and solid timber. clear glazed doors break up the
run of cabinets and the handy wine rack, next to
the dining table, couldn’t be better positioned.
CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.

WorKtops shoWn:
granite - giallo cecilia | natural Wood - iroko
handle shoWn | h872.128.as
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Choose
from our
palette of
24 colours
SEE PAGE 56

CLASSIC

KITCHENS

BROADOAK RYE
a light washed timber option from our popular
Broadoak range. The centrepiece of this kitchen
is the simple but impressive island and the
free-standing dresser.

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - Nero assoluto | Silestone - helix Nebula
haNDlE ShoWN | h1009.128.PE

DESIGNER’S TIP
chooSING fREE-STaNDING kITchEN uNITS caN hElP aDD
a moRE SPacIouS aND RElaxED fEEl.
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CREATE
THE LOOK

Make islands into
practical workstations
with plenty of storage
and added features
like wine coolers.

BROADOAK NATURAL
Broadoak’s natural timber ﬁnish gives you the
freedom to go light or a bit darker with your interior
design. The internal curved cabinetry used in our
photography creates a feature of the corner areas,
wrapping around the walls for an intimate feel and
enhancing the proportions of the kitchen.

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - Blue Eyes | Natural Wood - Rustic oak, full stave
haNDlE ShoWN - h580.160.PE
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BROADOAK LIGHT
This version of Broadoak retains all the natural
characteristics of oak and oﬀers you total
ﬂexibility with your styling.

WoRkToP ShoWN | Granite - Indian Black Pearl
haNDlES ShoWN |7004-Bk | 7005-Bk
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ESTRO WALNUT
Estro's rich walnut ﬁnish is well-suited to both
contemporary and period homes. Just change the
handles and accessories to customise your look.

haNDlE ShoWN | h198.337.SS
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MILBOURNE OAK
milbourne is a classic Shaker door with a chunky
frame and a subtle textured ﬁnish. This oak eﬀect
ﬁnish mixes pleasingly with the alabaster
peninsula, which is ideal for informal dining
and food preparation.
WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - labrador Emerald Pearl | Natural Wood - oak
haNDlE ShoWN | k833.40.IR

DESIGNER’S TIP
makE ISlaNDS ThE focal PoINT BY DESIGNING
IN a coNTRaSTING colouR, WhIlST uNIfY
WITh ThE SamE WoRkToP maTERIal.
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LYNDON
lyndon's knotty oak timber says country living in
an instant. The Shaker doors' wide rails and use
of pewter handles add to the cosy feel of this
rustic kitchen.

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - Giallo cecilia | Natural Wood - European oak, full stave
haNDlE ShoWN | h149.128.hPE
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Suggested
wall colours:
Fawn No. 10 - Farrow & Ball
Antique White - Leyland
(window and door)

WhY NoT TRY ouR NEW mooDBoaRD aPP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard
GRaNITE
Giallo Cecilia

NaTuRal WooD
European Oak,
full stave

STaINlESS STEEl haNDlE
H149.128.HPE
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FINISHING
TOUCHES

Complete the look with
carefully considered
features such as curved
corner storage, pull outs
& dovetailed trays.

CORNELL OAK
cornell's natural oak and ﬁne detailing,
from solid timber pilasters to mantels and
corbels, are the epitome of a country kitchen,
combining outstanding crasmanship with
everyday functionality.

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - Indian Black Pearl | Natural Wood - maple, full stave
haNDlES ShoWN | h217.39.aP | h218.128.aP | h219.50.aP

DESIGNER’S TIP
makE ThE kITchEN ThE hEaRT of ThE homE BY DESIGNING mulTI-fuNcTIoNal
ISlaNDS ThaT INcoRPoRaTE loTS of uSES Such aS SToRaGE, PREP aREaS aND
loWER-hEIGhT DINING oR WoRkING aREaS.
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MILTON OAK
milton brings a classic in-frame style up-to-date, so
it is easy to adapt for a variety of settings. The use
of solid pewter knobs give a nod to the past.
WoRkToP ShoWN | Granite - angolan Black leather
haNDlE ShoWN | k489.47.PE
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ABBEY
abbey's arched tongue and groove design
epitomises country styling, as does the soothing
cream ﬁnish.

WoRkToPS ShoWN | Natural Wood - European Walnut
haNDlES ShoWN | h356.224.PEGc | h364.88.PEGc
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Suggested
wall colours:
Juniper Ash - The Little Green Paint Company
Lime White - Fired Earth

WhY NoT TRY ouR NEW mooDBoaRD aPP
www.sncollection.co.uk/moodboard
GRaNITE
Blue Eyes

NaTuRal WooD
Rustic Oak,
full stave

STaINlESS STEEl haNDlE
H644.160.PE
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ASTOR OAK
astor oak’s classic detailing creates a kitchen
that is a truly grand design. features such as the
herb and spice drawers, used on the island, reﬂect
the careful thought that’s gone in to every aspect
of the design.

WoRkToPS ShoWN | Granite - Blue Eyes
haNDlES ShoWN | h639.95.PE | h644.160.PE
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ASTOR CLASSIC
AVAILABLE IN ALABASTER ONLY

The subtle detail of astor classic creates
a truly grand kitchen design. alabaster, the
ultimate neutral is the perfect canvas for your
own interior ideas.

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - verde marinace | Natural Wood - birch end grain
haNDlE ShoWN | h366.88.cI

DESIGNER’S TIP
a DISTINcTIvE choIcE of GRaNITE caN acT aS a STRIkING
couNTERPoINT To lIGhTER DooR fINIShES.
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CROFT OAK & WASHED
cro's rustic styling and knotty oak ﬁnish make it a
very welcoming kitchen that’s full of natural charm.
The door’s solid timber frame and centre panel will
give you a kitchen that will last for years to come.

maIN ImaGE - WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Granite - angolan Black leather | Natural Wood - Birch end grain
haNDlES ShoWN | h406.128.PE | k478.44.PE
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BUTTERMILK IVORY
Buttermilk Ivory is ﬁnished with a subtle antique
patina. The door design features a raised centre
panel. add further warmth to the ivory ﬁnish by
choosing a dark worktop, such as walnut.

WoRkToP ShoWN | Natural Wood - European Walnut
haNDlES ShoWN | h091.128.cI | h080.74.cI
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EDEN CLASSIC
The classic, distressed ﬁnish is perfect shabby chic.
The robustness of the door with its solid timber
frame and centre panel will ensure your new
kitchen lasts for many years to come.

le - haNDlE ShoWN | h254.96.aB
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PAINTED KITCHENS
WITH BALANCED
PROPORTIONS &
IMMACULATE DETAILING
Designed in Britain, this beautiful collection of painted
kitchens adapts ﬂexibly to suit any style of home.
craed from smooth grained timber, the doors are
hand sprayed in your choice of 24 carefully selected
colours. Drawers have solid oak sides and feature
traditional dovetailed joints. The handles and classic
butt hinges, all British-made, are available in your
choice of chrome, nickel and pewter.
available in 3 design styles, 1909 kitchens are
graceful, but also extremely practical and built to
the highest speciﬁcation.
For more information on 1909 and to request
the dedicated brochure speak to your local
specialist retailer.
www.1909kitchens.co.uk

HALF PENCIL
& SCALLOPED
This supremely practical design keeps everything
within reach, thanks to the choice of hidden and
open storage options as well as a central island
featuring plenty of preparation space.
colours here range from bold and conﬁdent charcoal
through to so Partridge Grey to chalk, with natural
wood tones in the birch and maple worktops.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
SEE PaGE 56

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
marble - Bianco carrara | Natural Wood - maple
haNDlE ShoWN - k875.37.ch
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QUARTER ROUND
Simple and functional, a compact design in which
space has been carefully considered without
comprimising on looks or practicality.
The morris blue is inspired by eighteenth and
nineteenth-century colour palettes; contributing to
the light and airy feel are wall cupboards which
feature mirrored backs and are painted an oﬀ-white
to co-ordinate with the tiles, walls and sink.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
SEE PaGE 56

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
corian - cameo White | Natural Wood - Prime oak, full stave
haNDlE ShoWN | k875.37.ch
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IN-FRAME SHAKER
This is a kitchen designed to work hard - yet it has
all the good looks and smart storage needed to
create a space for entertaining, which is beautiful,
decorative and easy to maintain.
The pantry has an independent, free-standing look.
adding to the bespoke feel are quadrant curves,
soening the overall eﬀect and providing generous
corner storage. The pilasters have been pulled
forward to add detail to the cornices, worktops
and plinths.

CHOOSE FROM OUR PALETTE OF 24 COLOURS
TO FULLY CUSTOMISE YOUR LOOK.
SEE PaGE 56

WoRkToPS ShoWN:
Strata Quartz - marbled almond | Natural Wood - Prime oak, full stave
haNDlE ShoWN - h882.160.BN | h884.72.BN
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AWARD-WINNING
CONTEMPORARY
KITCHEN COLLECTION
also available from your local specialist is metris,
our contemporary kitchen brand.
metris is an award-winning kitchen collection
presented around iconic signature designs.
Each signature look adapts beautifully to any home,
whether you choose elegant curves or sleek lines,
your retailer can design a layout to suit your space.
Reﬂecting the best in modern-day styling, metris
includes design features that carry through to the
very last detail, with a distinctive collection of
colours, woodgrains and textured ﬁnishes for a
personalised look.
Speak to your local specialist for more information
on Metris and to request the dedicated brochure.

www.metriskitchens.co.uk

STORAGE
& HANDLES

THE ART OF
CLEVER STORAGE
We know how important it is to have plenty of
useful storage space in your kitchen, keeping your
working areas clutter-free. Our clever storage
systems will provide the perfect home for your
foodstuﬀs, pots and pans and all those items you
need to keep close to hand.
IT’S ALL IN THE PLANNING
Avoid endless frustration by spending time with
your Second Nature designer at the planning stage
to ensure your storage is easily accessible and
suﬃcient for all your needs.

LARDERS ARE THE PERFECT WAY TO STORE NON-PERISHABLE
FOODSTUFFS, ALL EASY TO SEE AND REACH
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MAGIC CORNER

LEMANS

150MM PULL-OUT

IDEAL FOR STORING BULKY POTS AND PANS.

THIS DECEPTIVELY SPACIOUS STORAGE SOLUTION

EACH TRAY SWINGS COMPLETELY OUT OF THE CUPBOARD

HELPS KEEP THE KITCHEN CLUTTER FREE

When it comes to squeezing the maximum potential out of the space in your kitchen, Kesseböhmer are past
masters. Manufactured exclusively in Germany, Kesseböhmer products regularly win Europe's top awards for
design and innovation. You can also be conﬁdent of a lifetime of trouble-free service.
PULL THE DOOR TOWARDS YOU AND THE ENTIRE
CONTENTS OF THE CUPBOARD COME TO YOU

For more details on our clever storage solutions and
to see them in action visit www.sncollection.co.uk/
kitchen-storage-solutions.
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HANDLES
It's oen the little details that add the ﬁnishing
touch to an interior, and in the kitchen it's the
handle selection that will complete the overall
look. Below is a small selection of Second
Nature's comprehensive range of handles.

IRON & BRONZE EFFECT

K982.55.IR

K833.40.IR

K986.45.IR

K649.43.PEB

SOLID PEWTER

K894.37.PE

H890.128.PE
H891.160.PE

xx

H642.80.PE

H897.128.PE
H898.160.PE

H1021.128.PE

H546.96.PE

TIMBER

STAINLESS STEEL
Stainless steel effect
with leather effect feature

H680.160.SSLE
H681.224.SSLE
H682.336.SSLE
H692.432.SSLE

H541.237.SS

H523.160.SS

H409.128.SS
H410.224.SS
H411.320.SS
H412.448.SS

H110.237.SS

H529.160.SS

H503.128.SS
H504.192.SS
H505.224.SS
H506.384.SS

H251.160.SS

H023.128.SS
H022.192.SS

Oak
K994.32.OA

Oak
K963.65.OA

Wenge finish &
stainless steel effect
K950.49.SSWE

Oak
H954.192.OA
H956.320.OA

Wenge finish
H955.192.WE
H957.320.WE

Oak &
stainless steel effect
H962.192.SSOA

CHROME

K881.36.CH

K875.37.CH

H883.160.CH

Wenge finish &
stainless steel effect
K978.50.SSWE

Walnut
H958.160.WA
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SECOND NATURE

WORKTOPS
Second Nature offers a full range of granite, marble,
quartz, solid surface and natural wood worktops in
a comprehensive choice of colours. Each Second
Nature worktop is unique and custom made to your
precise specification.

GRANITE
Granite is increasingly the material of choice for
kitchen worktops. Beautiful natural stone granite
worktops are resistant to normal everyday wear
and tear. As a natural material, colours and
patterns vary piece to piece so your granite
worktop will be unique to you.

POKARNA GREEN

SILVER WAVES (POLISHED)

ANGOLAN BLACK

BALTIC BROWN

BLACK COSMIC (POLISHED)

GIALLO CECILIA

INDIAN BLACK PEARL

LABRADOR BLUE PEARL

NERO ASSOLUTO

NERO IMPALA

ORO VENEzIANO

STAR GALAxY BLACK

BIANCO CARRARA

EMPERADOR DARK

GRIGIO CARNICO

VERDE ALPI

A SELECTION OF THE MATERIALS AVAILABLE.

MARBLE
FOUR MATERIALS
AVAILABLE
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STRATA QUARTZ
Second Nature’s Strata quartz range of thirteen colours provide
a man-made alternative to granite with all the same properties
but with consistent colour and patterns piece to piece.
BRILLIANT WHITE

CREMA qUARTz

CRYSTAL GREY

DUNE

EBONY

MARBLED ALMOND

MARBLED WHITE

MARRON qUARTz

METEOR BROWN

PHOENIx SAND

qUARTz MIRROR

SNOWFALL

Ask your Second Nature specialist about the extensive range
of edge profiles you can choose from.

WARM CLAY
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STRATA SOLID+
Strata solid+ is the perfect material for designs
featuring fluid shapes, curves and flowing lines
without any visible joints.
PAPER WHITE

WHITE GRANITE

SNOWSTORM

BEIGE GRANITE

BEIGE SPECKLE

GREY SPECKLE

GREY GRANITE

BROWN SPECKLE

BLACK SPECKLE

STAR GRANITE

STAR WHITE

STAR GREY

Strata
solid+
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TIMBER
Nothing beats the natural warmth of real wood in
the home. Second Nature’s selection of twelve solid
wood worktops are ideal for creating design
features in a worktop run.
BAMBOO

CHERRY

DARK ASH

EUROPEAN WALNUT

With a range which extends from classical oak to
the more exotic wenge, the choice is yours.

IROKO

MAPLE

OAK

PRIME BEECH

RUBBERWOOD

RUSTIC BEECH

RUSTIC OAK

WENGE
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FEATURE DOOR
SELECTION
Our impressive portfolio of feature doors oﬀers
the perfect complement to any home and every
lifestyle. Not merely decorative, feature doors oﬀer
valuable storage space and allow you to add your
personal touch to the kitchen design.

ABBEY - Page 103
Glazed with vertical lines

ASTOR IN-FRAME RANGE Pages 104 & 106

AVANT - Pages 40-46

AVANT - Pages 40-46

AVILON - Page 48

Screen glazed

Letterbox, screen glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

Screen glazed

Clear glazed door with bevel feature

CLASSIC PAINTED COLLECTION
FEATURE DOORS
Broadoak, Langham and Milton painted are
supplied pre-glazed with clear glass. Cornell,
Coleridge, Eden and Milbourne painted are
supplied glazed as per the standard range
options speciﬁed.
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CROFT OAK & WASHED Page 108

CROFT OAK & WASHED Page 108

CROFT OAK & WASHED Page 108

CROFT OAK & WASHED Page 108

EDEN RANGE Pages 74 & 111

Bubble glazed feature

Rustic glazed with grille

Gothic arch rustic glazed
Only available in 715x497mm

Gothic arch
Registered design 3013358

Rustic glazed with grille
Note: 356mm size supplied without grille

IZARI - Page 50

LYNDON - Page 98

Letterbox, clear glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

Clear glazed
Frame only option is available
for Langham

MILBOURNE RANGE Pages 78-81 & 96

MILBOURNE IN-FRAME Pages 82-85

MILTON IN-FRAME RANGE Pages 58-65 & 102

Clear glazed

Clear glazed

Clear glazed

Steel mesh (for base unit)
Only available in Broadoak Light

BROADOAK - Page 93

BROADOAK RANGE Pages 66-69 & 90-93

BUTTERMILK IVORY Page 110

Flemish glazed

Clear glazed with grille

EDEN RANGE Pages 74 & 111

EDEN RANGE Pages 74 & 111

ESTRO WALNUT - Page 95

FRESCO - Page 49

FRESCO - Page 49

INZO - Page 14

INZO - Page 14

IZARI - Page 50

Flemish glazed

Screen glazed

Clear glazed

Braided steel feature
Registered design 3013362
Note: 715mm size features
full door steel mesh

Letterbox, clear glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

Clear glazed

Woven glazed

Letterbox, clear glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

PORTER RANGE Pages 34-39

REMO - Pages 16-27

REMO - Pages 16-27

SCOPE - Page 52

TOMBA - Page 28

Screen glazed

Letterbox, clear glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

Screen glazed

Clear glazed

PORTER RANGE - Pages 34-39
Letterbox, screen glazed - horizontal design

Screen glazed

CENTRIS - Page 53

CENTRIS - Page 53

COLERIDGE - PG 86

Clear glazed

Letterbox, clear glazed Available in vertical & horizontal design

Clear glazed door with bevel feature

CORNELL RANGE Pages 70-73 & 100

CROFT OAK - Page 108
Steel mesh feature

Clear glazed door with bevel feature
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INDEX
CONTEMPORARY
PAINTED COLLECTION

CLASSIC PAINTED
COLLECTION

Inzo
Remo Alabaster
Remo Beige
Remo Cashmere
Remo Dove Grey & Graphite
Remo Matt White
Remo White
Tomba
Contemporary colour palette

Broadoak
Coleridge
Cornell
Eden
Langham
Milton
Milbourne
Milbourne In-frame
Classic painted colour palette

14
16
18
26
22
24
20
28
12

CONTEMPORARY
Avant Alabaster
Avant Black
Avant Ebony & Beige
Avant White
Avilon
Centris
Fresco Beige
Fresco White
Izari
Porter Alabaster
Porter Beige
Porter White
Remo Elm
Scope Ivory
Scope Walnut

40
42
44
47
48
53
49
49
50
38
35
37
32
52
52

66
86
70
74
77
58
78
82
56

1909
Half Pencil & Scalloped
quarter Round
In-frame Shaker

114
116
118

METRIS

120

STORAGE, ACCESSORIES
& WORKSURFACES
The Art of Clever Storage
Handles
Worksurfaces
Feature Doors

SUPPORTING LITERATURE

CLASSIC

124
126
130
134

Abbey
Astor Classic
Astor Oak
Broadoak Light
Broadoak Natural
Broadoak Rye
Buttermilk Ivory
Cornell Oak
Cro Oak
Cro Washed
Eden Classic
Estro Walnut
Lyndon
Milbourne Oak
Milton Oak

103
106
104
94
92
90
110
100
108
108
111
95
98
97
102

Real Kitchens featured throughout
this brochure were supplied by the
following retailers:
Page 8 - Fearon Bros, Newry
Page 9 - Elements Kitchens Ltd, Reading
Pages 9 & 46 - Twenty5 Design, Wakefield
Pages 9 & 79 - Ice Interiors Ltd, Berkhamsted
Page 19 - Milligan & Jessop, Huddersfield
Page 75 - Woodbank Kitchens, Omagh

Colour reproduction
We take great care in the photography of products illustrated.
Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colours and shades may vary from the actual product supplied.
©Copyright PWS Distributors Ltd 1997-2014
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